
lue Rebel jeans draw their 
inspiration from original 

ed Label is Blue Rebel’s well-known ‘whole-
year-around’ concept. Besides that, there is 
a lot of innovation again in the field of 

vintage styles, with authentic 
details and genuine washes. At 
the same time the jeans keep 
up with contemporary fashion 
trends making sure the kids who 
wear Blue Rebel stand out in 
school and on the block. 
And, yes, we’re sometimes pushing 
the trends to the limits - just 
as the kids who wear our brand! 
Blue Rebel is a collection of  
statement jeans for dudes and 
betties.

washes and finishes in the summer 2017 collection!

Denims with Bleach and White wash clearly prevail 
in the summer 2017 collection. The non-denims also 
have marvellous fresh colours. We see garment dyed, 
special finishes and appealing colours. 
Brand new trousers with the sensation and comfort 
of your all-time-favourite garment in your wardrobe.

The crowning glory of the collection is Blue Rebel
SUPURB, in which even more attention was paid to the
finish and wash. Denims and jackets with torn-ups, 
texts and patches are your musthaves this season!

All in all, you’ll see much innovation again, which 
comes from our love for denim. Love that Blue Rebel 
would like to share with you.

SUMMER 2017



JacketMM wash
7131001

Tee -short sleeve-Optical white
7136002



Tee -short sleeve-
Optical white
7146000

Cardigan
Light denim
7143000

fcourse, the best way to experience Blue Rebel is to wear 
Blue Rebel. In the meantime you can follow your favourite 
denim brand on Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest. Be the 

first to see the new collections, developments and crazy actions.

he tops from the Spot On collection are obviously 
entirely geared to jeans and make the denim look 
complete. There is a very strong, broadly varied 

range in sweats, shirts, tees, long tops and jackets both 
for dudes and betties.

JacketMM wash
7131001

Tee -short sleeve-Optical white
7136002
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CONTEST
IN A BLUE REBEL JEANS!
Check this out! We will give away 2 
Blue Rebel jeans; 1 for a dude, 1 for a betty!

This is what you need to do:
1. Follow us on Instagram @bluerebel_jeans
2. Post a cool photo of your favourite Blue Rebel item
3. Tag bluerebel_jeans in your photo or mention us 
   in a reaction using @bluerebel_jeans
4. Do this before the 31st of May 2017

Maybe you’re the lucky dude or betty who wins the 
coolest jeans on the block! 
We will let you know in June. Good luck!
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BRICK
slim fit
Illusion Wash
X003236

GROOVE 
slim fit
Horizon Wash
X003251

CALCIET
super skinny fit 
Horizon Wash
X004260

GOLD 
super skinny fit 
Rebel Wash
X004242

he Blue Rebel Red Label collection consists of the best  
models. A slim and skinny fit for dudes and a super skinny 
and ultra skinny fit for betties. 

BRICK
X003215 Sandblast wash
X003236 Illusion Wash
X003257  Rebel Wash
GROOVE
X003251 Horizon Wash
x003268 Pure Indigo Wash
x003290 Illusion Wash
SOLDER
x032026 Lake Wash
X032027 Balton Wash

Available in timeless washings that are sold from stock through-
out the year. This means that we can always deliver when you are 
looking for your favourite jeans in your size.

SOLDER 
skinny fit
Balton Wash
X032027

PYRIET 
ultra skinny fit 
Balton Wash
X042028

The latest additions to the Red Label collection are the SOLDER 
for dudes and the PYRIET for betties. Both models are Active 
Denims: a unique composition of the denim cloth that creates an  
unprecedented stretch. As a result the jeans actively follow 
your movements and do not hinder you in any way. The cloth is 
sustainable as well as comfortable.

THE RED LABEL MODELS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING WASHINGS:
GOLD
X004219 Sandblast Wash
X004242 Rebel Wash
X004249  Illusion Wash
CALCIET
X004260 Horizon Wash
X004267  Pure Indigo Wash
X004290 Illusion Wash
PYRIET
X042027 Lake Wash
X042028 Balton Wash


